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"Best of the genre. A lot of reviews note that this series is part of the genre inhabited by The Hunger Games and"Best of the genre. A lot of reviews note that this series is part of the genre inhabited by The Hunger Games and

Divergent. This series, though, is superior - with much better character development. " - Amazon reviewerDivergent. This series, though, is superior - with much better character development. " - Amazon reviewer

The Recoil Trilogy boxed set includes 3 full-length books: RECOIL, REFUSEThe Recoil Trilogy boxed set includes 3 full-length books: RECOIL, REFUSE
and REBEL!and REBEL!

FROM RECOIL (BOOK 1):FROM RECOIL (BOOK 1):

When a skilled gamer gets recruited as a sniper in the war against a terrorist-spread plague, she discovers there’s

more than one enemy and more than one war. The Game is real.

Three years after a series of terrorist attacks flooded the US with a lethal plague, society has changed radically. 

Sixteen year-old Jinxy James spends her days trapped at home – immersed in virtual reality, worrying about the

plague and longing for freedom. Then she wins a war simulation game and is recruited into a top-secret organisation

where talented teenagers are trained to become agents in the war on terror. Eager to escape her mother’s over-

protectiveness and to serve her country, Jinxy enlists and is trained to become an expert sniper.
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She’s immediately drawn to Quinn O’Riley, a charming and subversive intelligence analyst who knows more about

the new order of government and society than he is telling. Then a shocking revelation forces Jinxy to make an

impossible decision, and she risks losing everything.

THE RECOIL TRILOGY is a fast-paced, exciting, original Young Adult dystopian romance series, which makes greatTHE RECOIL TRILOGY is a fast-paced, exciting, original Young Adult dystopian romance series, which makes great

reading for lovers of Rick Yancey (The Fifth Wave), Suzanne Collins (Hunger Games), and Veronica Rothreading for lovers of Rick Yancey (The Fifth Wave), Suzanne Collins (Hunger Games), and Veronica Roth

(Divergent).(Divergent).

FROM REFUSE (BOOK 2):FROM REFUSE (BOOK 2): 

Everyone wants Jinxy, except the one she loves. And now a rebellion is brewing. 

All sixteen year-old expert sniper Jinxy James wanted was a little freedom, but now she’s trapped between the

government and the rebels, unsure of who the real enemy is. When she uncovers appalling secrets and twisted

motivations, Jinxy begins to question her allegiances. Soon she will need to choose between love and freedom, as she

struggles to do the right thing in a world gone horribly wrong.

Refuse is the second book in the Young Adult dystopian romance that began with Recoil. This much anticipated

sequel is filled with romance and heartache, shocking twists, and a thought-provoking examination of freedom,

fear, loyalty and identity.

FROM REBEL (BOOK 3):FROM REBEL (BOOK 3):

Can you win a war without losing yourself? 

Sixteen year-old online gamer Jinxy James has been trained as an expert sniper in the war against a terrorist-spread

plague which has decimated the USA. Now she’s a wanted fugitive, on the run with a rebel splinter group, risking

everything to save and protect her loved ones. Jinxy has never wanted to hurt or kill, but the rebels are determined to

uncover the truth about The Game, the government, and ASTA’s sinister activities, whatever the cost. She will need

all her courage, skill and strength if she hopes to help liberate the nation from the second war, without betraying

herself, or her love.
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